Abstract. A symplectic 4-manifold (V, co) is said to be ruled if it is the total space of a fibration whose fibers are 2-spheres on which the symplectic form does not vanish. This paper develops geometric methods for analysing the symplectic structure of these manifolds, and shows how this structure is related to that of a generic complex structure on V. It is shown that each V admits a unique ruled symplectic form up to pseudo-isotopy (or deformation). Moreover, if the base is a sphere or if V is the trivial bundle over the torus, all ruled cohomologous forms are isotopic. For base manfolds of higher genus this remains true provided that a cohomological conditon on the form is satisfied: one needs the fiber to be "small" relative to the base. These results correct the statement of Theorem 1.3 in The structure of rational and ruled symplectic manifolds, J. Amer. Math. Soc. 3 (1990), 679-712, and give more details of some of the proofs.
Introduction
A ruled symplectic 4-manifold is a compact manifold V which is a 2-sphere bundle n : V -> M over a Riemann surface M, together with a symplectic form co on V whose restriction to each fiber never vanishes. ( n is then caUed a symplectic fibering or ruling.) An attempt was made in Theorem 1.3 of [8] to classify these manifolds up to isotopy. Lalonde recently pointed out that this theorem is not correct without extra hypotheses. In this note, we set the record straight, and push the methods of [8] as far as possible. Our results do not give complete information on the structure of these ruled manifolds, except when the base is a sphere or V is the product T2 x S2. It would be very interesting to know what happens in the other cases.
Recall from [8] that a symplectic 4-manifold (V, co) is said to be minimal if it contains no symplecticaUy embedded 2-sphere with self-intersection -1. (Any symplectic 4-manifold can be made minimal by blowing down all such spheres.) Moreover, if V is minimal and contains a symplecticaUy embedded 2-sphere S with trivial normal bundle then S forms one of the fibers of a symplectic fibering of V, so that V is ruled. Each ruled manifold has many symplectic fiberings which are inequivalent, in the sense that there is no fiberpreserving symplectomorphism between them: see the Note after [8, Lemma 4.4] . Thus, the equivalence relation provided by fiber-preserving symplectomorphisms is too fine, and it is more interesting to try to classify these forms up to isotopy.
We remind the reader that two forms coq and cox on F are isotopic if they may be joined by a family of cohomologous symplectic forms, or equivalently, if there is a family of diffeomorphisms gt of V with g0 = id and such that g* (cox ) = coo. Another weaker relation which one can consider is that of pseudoisotopy:1 too and cox are pseudo-isotopic if they may be joined by a family of not necessarily cohomologous symplectic forms. However, the geometric meaning of pseudo-isotopy is not clear it is possible to have cohomologous symplectic forms which are pseudo-isotopic but not difieomorphic (see [6] ), though no such examples are known in dimension 4.
Up to diffeomorphism, there are only two orientable <S2-bundles over a Riemann surface M, the product M x S2 and the nontrivial bundle VM, which is the pull-back by a map of degree 1 of the nontrivial 52-bundle over S2. The product bundle admits sections Mlk with even self-intersection number 2k, and VM admits sections M2k+i with odd self-intersection number We wiU suppose in both cases that the fibration % V -» M is fixed, and that compatible orientations of V, M, and the fiber F are prescribed, and then wiU consider only those symplectic forms which are compatible with this data, in the sense that they do not vanish on the fibers and are compatible with the given orientations. Such forms were called n-compatible in [8] . As we will see, the structure of (V, co) depends largely on which homology classes may be represented by a symplectic section, that is, a section of n on which co does not vanish. Obviously, the only cohomology classes on M x S2 which are represented by a compatible symplectic form are the classes pxm + p2f where p¡ > 0 for i = 1,2. Moreover, each such class contains a standard spUt form p\ a\ e pioi. Thus in this case the question is whether there are any symplectic forms on M x S2 not isotopic to a split form. The best answer we have so far is the foUowing. Theorem 1.1. Let co be a symplectic form on M xS2 which is compatible with the projection onto M and the obvious orientations. (iii) co is always pseudo-isotopic to a split form. Moreover, it is isotopic to a split form iff it has a symplectic section in class [Mo] .
In the case of the nontrivial bundle VM, if zz = p+b+ + p-b-is the class of a symplectic form we must have 0 < a2(V]u) = (p+)2 -(p-)2, so that l/z+l > l/z-l. Since we are also assuming that a is positive on the class [F] = [Mi] -[Af_i] of the fiber, we in fact need p+ >\p-\. However, note that /z_ need not be positive here. It turns out that when M = S2, these classes a with zz2 > 0 do not aU have compatible symplectic representatives, though they do for all other M. Theorem 1.2. (i) When M = S2, the class a = p+b+ + p-b-may be represented by a compatible symplectic form on VM only if p+ > p-> 0. Moreover, up to isotopy there is a unique such form in each class.
(ii) If M has genus g > 0, every class with p+ > |/z_| > 0 has a compatible symplectic representative. There is a unique form up to isotopy in each class such that qp->(q-l)p+, where q = [(g+ l)/2].
(in) All these forms are pseudo-isotopic. Remark 1.3. (i) When g -0 the second condition in (ii) is vacuous, and when g = 1 it says simply that /z_ > 0. Since it may be rewritten as p~ > (q -i)(p+ -p-), we may interpret it as limiting the size, p+-p-, of the fiber relative to that, p-, of the cross section M-.
(ii) As we shaU see, there are "stanzJard" forms on VM in each class with P-> 0. Our methods show that the form co is isotopic to one of these standard forms iff p-> 0 and co admits a symplectic section in the class [M{\ : see CoroUary 3.6. They yield no information about the isotopy class of a general form with p-< 0.
When k is small relative to the genus g of M, the foUowing reformulation of CoroUary 3.6 gives some more information. Corollary 1.4. Let (V, co) be a symplectic ruled A-manifold which admits a symplectic section in class [Mk] for some k > 0. Then, if co(M^k) > 0, the symplectic form co is isotopic to a standard form.
These results are proved using the methods of [8, §4] . Most of what is written there is correct. However, [8, Lemma 4 .15] is wrong as stated: it needs an extra hypothesis concerning the cohomology class of co and the homology class of the section I*. Also, the proof (though not the statement) of [8, Lemma 4.16] is incorrect, since the complex structure /,' considered there has too many cusp curves: see the discussion in Proposition 3.12 below. Essential to a correct proof of [8, Lemma 4.16 ] is an understanding of the possible complex structures on ruled surfaces. In §2 we pick out relevant results from Atiyah's beautiful papers [1, 2] on this subject.
The proofs of the theorems are given in §3. I wish to thank Francois Lalonde for reading my paper [8] with such a critical eye, and for his useful suggestions about a preliminary version of the present paper. I also wish to thank Gompf for an illuminating conversation on symplectic fibrations.
Complex structures on ruled surfaces
It is weU known that every complex structure on a ruled surface VM arises by considering VM as the projectivization of a holomorphic bundle W of rank 2. The easiest structures to understand arise from bundles which spUt into the sum of line bundles. However, as we shaU see, most of these are nongeneric and have too many holomorphic sections. It turns out that the most interesting complex structures are those with the fewest sections. In fact, when g > 1 the structures which interest us are exactly the stable rank 2 bundles. We will write d(L) for the degree (i.e., the Chern number) of the Une bundle L. AU the results of this section are due to Atiyah [1, 2] . Another good general reference is [4] .
(i) SpUt complex structures. If W spUts as Lx®L2, its projectivization V may be written as P(L © C), where L = Lx®L\. We wiU suppose as we may that d(L) > 0. It is well known that V is diffeomorphic to the trivial bundle M x S2 when d is even, and to the nontrivial bundle VM when zz" is odd. In aU cases, there are two obvious sections, M¿ = P(0 © C) and M_¿ = P(L © 0), where, as above, the section Mq has self-intersection q. These sections are the fixed points sets of the action of Sx induced by multiplication by e2nit in L. If zz" > 0 and kx > k2> 0, it is not hard to construct an S '-invariant Kahler form on V whose integral over M¿ (resp. Aí_¿) is kx (resp. k2): see [7] for example. In particular, when d = 1, the numbers kx and k2 coincide with the p+ and p-mentioned above, and so we get representatives of all classes with p+> /z_ > 0.
When d = 0, a similar construction exists when kx =k2, but then we can also make the integral over the fiber an arbitrary positive number, so that we still have a two-parameter family of choices.
Our main concern is to understand the holomorphic curves in these complex surfaces, in particular, how many holomorphic sections there are and in what homology classes A they Ue. If possible, we would like to find complex structures J which are regular in the sense of Fredholm theory for a suitable set of homology classes A e H2(V, Z). By Lemma 2.8 of [8] , this will be the case iff the normal bundle vc of each /-holomorphic curve C in the class A is such that HX(C, vc) = H°(C, z/£ ® KM) = 0, where KM is the canonical bundle. In other words, we need the divisor corresponding to the bundle v"c ® Km to be noneffective. Since we are interested only in sections, we may assume that C is embedded. Then HX(C, v¿) = 0 if c" = Cx(vc) = C'C is sufficiently positive (> 2(g -1), to be exact, where g is the genus of M), since, then, v*c ® Km is negative. It may or may not be zero in the range g -1 < c" < 2(g -1), and, if c" < g -1, it is never zero. In particular, sections with negative self-intersection number are never regular (unless g = 0).
When g = 0, the two spUt structures with d = 0 and 1 are regular for the classes [M±d] . However, when g > 0 all the complex structures described above contain the nonregular sections A/_¿ except for one case which we now describe. In order to find regular complex structures when g > 0, we must look at bundles W which do not spUt.
When M = T2, there is just one corresponding complex structure on Vm , which we now describe. Proposition 2.2. For each complex structure on M = T2, there is exactly one complex structure on VM which comes from a nonsplit bundle. Each of these ruled surfaces contains a compact family of regular sections in class [M{], with exactly two curves through a generic point of VM.
Proof. Atiyah showed in [2] that, when g = 1, there is exactly one complex structure on V coming from a nonspht bundle W. We may consider W to be the nonspUt extension 0->C -> W -> L->0 of a holomorphic Une bundle L of degree 1 by the trivial bundle C. Note that the space of holomorphic sections of L has dimension 1 : thus, up to a multiple, there is only one section a, which is zero at exactly one point, jc0 say. (In fact, this gives the isomorphism between the moduli space of holomorphic Une bundles over T2 and the Picard variety Pic1.)
Let us take this point xq to be the zero element 0 e T2, so that we can define addition on the elliptic curve T2. Further, for any y e T2, let Ly be the line bundle of degree 1 with sections vanishing at y. (So, in this notation, L = Lo.) If L' is any line bundle of degree 0, then L' may be identified with an element y of T2 in such a way that the sections of the tensor product L' ® Lo vanish at y. Thus, if we write L'y for this bundle of degree 0, we have L'y ® Lo = Ly. Since this holomorphic map ynlj, preserves the zero elements, the proposition on [3, p. 326] impUes that it is a group homomorphism, i.e., L'x ® L'y = L'x+y. Note that if L'y is a subbundle of W of degree 0, then we must have
Hence the homomorphism L'y -* Lo (induced by the quotient map W -* Lo) is a section of the bundle (L'y)* ® Lo = L_v and so vanishes at -y. In other words L'y has one fiber in common with C, namely that over -y.
As in Lemma 2.1, sections of VM in the class [Mi] correspond to Une subbundles L' of W of degree 0. Let us denote the section corresponding to the trivial subbundle C by Zo and identify it with T2 in the obvious way. Then the section Zv given by L'y meets Zo in the point -y.
We claim that for each y ^ xq there is exactly one section of VM (other than Zo) which meets Zo at -y. (The point xq is not a regular point of the evaluation map.) Existence is proved by Atiyah: see [2, CoroUary to Theorem 7], and Theorem 2.4 below. To prove uniqueness, observe that if there were more than one, there would be two distina subbundles L\ and L'2 isomorphic tO L'y.
The induced map L\ -» W/L^ would be a nontrivial section of (L\)* ® W/Lz = L-2y and so would vanish at -2y. But our previous argument shows that L\ = L'2 = C at -y, so this is impossible if y ¿ 0. Similarly, one can show that there is only one trivial Une subbundle in W. Thus the sections of VM in class [Mi] are in bijective correspondence with the line bundles L' e Pic0. These sections are aU regular, since c" = 1 > 2(g -1).
To complete the proof that these sections form a compact family it would suffice to show that they vary continuously with L' e Pic0. Alternatively, one can use the fact that if the moduli space of these curves were not compact, it would foUow from the compactness theorem that there must be degenerate curves (or cusp curves) in class [Mi] . These degenerations would have to be the union of a section of negative self-intersection with some number of fibers. Observe that all these curves project bijectively onto the base and so have a fixed complex structure and a natural parametrization which is given by a parametrization of the base. Thus there is a holomorphic evaluation map Jf x T2 -» VT (for some appropriate complex structure on Jt xT2) whose composite with n is projection onto the second factor. This means that VT is a quotient of T2 x T2 by a holomorphic equivalence relation of the form (y, u) ~ (y' ,u). If we write y eJf for the section Zy corresponding to the line subbundle Ly, then it is easy to check that Zy meets Zz at a point in the fiber over -y -z. Thus (y, -y -z) ( z, -y-z), which means that the equivalence relation is (y, u) ~ (-y -u, u). Note that the map -# x T2 -» Vt is 2 to 1 except over the branching locus {(y, u) : 2y = -zz}, which meets each fiber {(y, u) : u = uq} at 4 distinct points.
(ii) There is a similar unique complex structure on the product T2 x S2 coming from the nontrivial extension of C by C. We wiU not discuss this in detail, since we already have found a complex structure on T2 x S2 which is regular for the class [Mo].
Besides, one can readily check that this new one is not regular for the class [M0] .
(Hi) Complex structures when g > 1. When M has genus g > 1 the moduli space of ruled surfaces over M is very complicated. We are interested in the most generic structures, i.e., the ones with the fewest sections. By [8, Lemma 2.8], the formal dimension (over C) of the family of holomorphic sections in the class [Mp] is p -g + 1, and we would like to find complex structures which have no sections in classes with p -g + 1 < 0 and have a famüy of regular sections for p such that p -g + 1 = 0 or 1.
Theorem 2.4. When M has genus g > 1, there are complex stuctures on the ruled surfaces over M with the following properties.
(i) VM has a finite number of regular holomorphic sections in class M2k_x when g = 2k, and has a l-parameter family of regular holomorphic sections in class Mjk-.x when g = 2k-\, and
(ii) MxS2 has a finite number of regular holomorphic sections in class M& when g = 2k+l, and has a l-parameter family of regular holomorphic sections in class M2k when g = 2k.
Moreover, all other holomorphic sections have larger self-intersection numbers. Proof. We have already proved this when g = 1, and so will suppose that g > 1. The proof that these complex structures exist is contained in [1] . It will be convenient to identify line bundles with the corresponding divisors, and so we wiU use additive notation for the group of line bundles. Thus Km -L denotes the line bundle KM ® L*.
FoUowing [1] , we wiU consider our ruled surface to be the projectivization of a bundle W which is an extension of the form 0-*L-*W^C-*0.
These extensions are classified by elements of HX (M, L) = H°(M, Km -L). The zero element corresponds to the trivial extension, and nonzero elements C, C give rise to the same (nontrivial) extension iff £ = k£' for some k e C.
Therefore, the nontrivial extensions are classified by a projective space Y(L) of dimension hx(L) -1, which we can identify with the projectivization of the space of sections H°(M, Km -L).
Let us first consider the case when g = 2k is even and the degree d of L is odd. Then our ruled surface is VM . Recall that the normal bundle of the section Z¿ given by L is -L. Therefore, in order for this section to be one of those mentioned in condition (i) we will take d = 1 -2k. If we suppose further that the bundle Km + L of degree g -1 is not effective, Z¿ is regular, that is, HX(M, L~x) = 0. From now on, we will fix a bundle L satisfying these conditions, and will consider how to choose the extension r • As in Proposition 2.2 , any section of VM is given by a line subbundle L' of W, and has normal bundle W/L' -L' = L-2L'.
Since there is a homomorphism from L' to C, -L' must be effective, and the divisor Q which it represents is exactly the set of points on M at which the subbundles L and L' coincide. Note that if two different subbundles L\ and L'2 correspond to Q, there is a nontrivial homomorphism L\ -* W/L'2 and so the divisor L + 2Q is effective. Thus, when L + 2Q is not effective, there is at most one corresponding section, which, moreover, is regular. Given a divisor Q which appears in this way, we will write LQ and Zq for the corresponding subbundle and section.
Atiyah In the case V = M x S2 where g = 2k + 1, we must again start with a bundle L of degree d = 1 -g. The above argument then appUes word for word. If either V = VM with g = 2k -1 or V = M x S2 with g = 2k, we should start with a bundle L of degree -g. Then Y(L) has dimension 2g -2, and when r = g a generic point £ Ues on a l-parameter family of subspaces Pq with \Q\ = g. As before, in order to ensure that the sections are regular, we need the divisors K-L -2Q of degree g -2 to be noneffective. This can be arranged since the set of effective divisors which we must avoid has complex codimension at least 2. n 3. Symplectic structures on ruled surfaces
We wiU begin by proving the existence part of Theorem 1.2. We give two proofs: the first uses methods from complex geometry. where Kv is the canonical class of VM, one finds that 1 + P(g -1) < 1 + W-+ 2pq -p -2*7).
Thus (p + 2q)(p -1) > 0, and so, either p = 1 and C is a section, or p > 1 and p + 2q > 0. Since the only sections represented have q > 0, we have P + 2zj > 0 in aU cases, as required.
This shows that every cohomology class with p+ > |/z_| and p~/p+ rational is represented by a Kahler form. But, if eu is a Kahler form on (VM, J) and if o is an area form on M, the form co + en*o is also Kahler for aU e > 0, because n is /-holomorphic. The desired result now foUows easily, n Proof 2. Here is a different procedure (suggested to me by Hitchin) for constructing these symplectic forms. First consider the case when M is the torus T2. Identify T2 with the quotient R2/Z2, and consider the action of Z2 on S2 in which the two generators Ti, x2 of Z2 act by half-turns hx and h2 around two mutuaUy orthogonal axes. The quotient Vj-of R2 x S2 by the diagonal action is the nontrivial S2 -bundle over T2. . Thus, if a is an area form on S2 with total area 1, the symplectic form kxdshdt^k2a on R2 x S2 descends to a form on VT in the class zz = p+b+ + p-b-where p+ + p-= 2kx and p+ -p~ = k2. Thus by a correct choice of the parameters kx and k2 one can get a form in any class a.
This construction may be adapted to the case when M has genus > 1. Here, think of M as %?/Y, where %? is the Siegel upper half-plane, and consider the action of r on S2 in which a pair of conjugate generators act by the half-turns h\ and h2, and the others act trivially. The bundle so obtained is the pull-back by a map of degree 1 of the above bundle on T2, and all the above remarks apply. D Remark 3.2. Because the space of conjugacy classes of representations of jti (M) into SO(3) is connected, the isotopy class of a form obtained by the second construction is determined by its cohomology class. A similar conclusion holds for forms obtained by the first construction, this time because the space of relevant complex structures is connected.
When discussing the question of uniqueness it is useful to have standard forms with which to compare an arbitrary form. The standard forms on the product MxS2 are of course the spUt forms. In the case of Vm , we wiU in this paper discuss this question only for forms in classes with /z_ > 0. Therefore, we can use the same standard forms as in [8] . Namely, we consider ¿'-invariant forms which are Kahler with respect to the complex structure induced by the bundle C © L where C\ (L) = 1. The corresponding moment map has a minimum at the section P(0 © L) of self-intersection -1 and a maximum at the section P(C © 0) of self-intersection +1. Moreover, it is easy to check that, up to equivalíant symplectomorphism, there is a unique such form in each cohomology class: see [7, Lemma 4] for example.
Let us now consider the structure of an arbitrary compatible symplectic form oe on the ruled surface V over M. The arguments given in [8, §4] which prove the structure theorems of §1 in the case g = 0 are correct. The higher genus case is deduced from this by a procedure of cutting and pasting, which we now describe. We wiU suppose that M has been assembled from a 4^-sided polygon P by identifying its sides in the standard way zzi, ZZ2, a~x, cÇ1,..., zzj1.
The vertices of P aie identified to a point x0 in M and the sides form embedded loops kx,..., k2g which intersect only at xo. Proof. The hypothesis impUes that we can cut V open along n~x(A) to get a ruled surface over P equipped with a symplectic form which splits over some neighbourhood U of its boundary, i.e., we can identify n~x(U) with the product U x S2 in such a way that the restriction of zu to U x S2 is a spUt form ox © o2. Therefore, by identifying the boundary of P to a point, we obtain a symplectic form co' on a ruled surface over S2. The class zz of co' may stiU be written as p+b+ + p~b-, and so p-> 0 by the known result for M = S2. Moreover, co is standard because co' is. For further details, see [8, Lemma 4 .13]. D The next step is to show that there is a pseudo-isotopy from co to a form co' which has trivial holonomy round A. In [8, Lemma 4 .14], we show that there is a suitable pseudo-isotopy which decomposes into two parts: first we increase the size of the base by the pseudo-isotopy (1) co, = co + tii*(T), 0 < r < 1, where r is a 2-form on M supported in a small neighbourhood D of jc0 , and second we isotop cox to co' by an isotopy with support in n~xD. This proves that co is always pseudo-isotopic to a standard form as is claimed in part (in) of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
The final step is to show that when n admits a suitable symplectic section, one can replace the above pseudo-isotopy cot, 0 < t < 1, by an isotopy. Contrary to what is claimed in [8, Lemma 4 .15], our method works only under a compatibility condition between the homology class of the section and the cohomology class of co. Here is a corrected version of this lemma. I am indebted to Lalonde for pointing out the original mistake and the need for Lemmas 3.9 and 3.11. He adopts a slightly different approach to these questions in [5] . Proposition 3.4. Suppose that co(M-k) > 0 and that co is nondegenerate on some section Z of n in the class [Mk] , where k>0. Then co is isotopic to a form co' which is n-compatible on n~x(A) and has trivial holonomy round A. Lemma 3.7. Let n:E -* M be a complex line bundle of degree k>0, and let co be a n-compatible symplectic form which is defined in some open neighbourhood U of the zero-section ZM and does not vanish on ZM. Then there is a closed 2-form p supported in U which represents the Thorn class of E and is such that the form co + sp is symplectic on U for each s > 0. Moreover, given a point xq e M, and a trivialization n~xD = D x C of E in some neighbourhood D of xo such that co splits in n~lDr\U, we may assume that the forms co + sp also split in n~xD n U.
Proof. Let cum be the restriction of co to the zero section Zm = M. Choose an inner product on E, and a connection 1-form ß on the unit circle bundle S of E so that dß = -ii*(4>cûm), for some function tf> on M which = 0 on D and is > 0 everywhere. We may further suppose that this connection is compatible with the given trivialization of E over D. Let r be the radial distance function in the fibers of E, and extend ß to E -Zm by pulling it back by the obvious radial projection E -Zm -> S. Then, for every e > 0, there is a representative of the Thom class of E with the formula
where ip((t) is a smooth nonincreasing function which equals 1/27Z -t near t = 0 and 0 for t > e . (Note that the 2-form d(ipe(r2)ß) extends over ZM although the 1-form \pt(r2)ß does not.)
It is easy to check mat the 2-form
is nondegenerate near Zm and restricts to cum on Zm • Therefore, by the symplectic neighbourhood theorem, there is an isotopy g, which is the identity on Zm and has support in U such that g ¡to = coq in some open neighbourhood U' c U of Zm ■ (Note that gt is the composite of two isotopies: the first isotops co so that for each x e ZM, co(x) = co0(x), and the second (which is C-small) makes the two forms agree near ZM.) Since 4> = 0 in D, the connection form ß is flat over D and so may be used to identify n~xD with DxC. Then, coo spüts with respect to this product structure, and so, because co also splits with respect to this product structure, we may assume that g, is the identity in n~xD.
Choose e > 0, so that {x : r(x) < 2e} c U'. Then cos = co0 + spt = fsn*coM + gsrdr A ß in U', where the functions fs, gs are strictly positive. Thus cos is nondegenerate in U' for aU s > 0, and we may take p = (gx~*)*Pe. D Remark 3.8. It is easy to see that, given any loop A in M based at xq , the characteristic foliation induced by cos = coo + spe on n~x(k) is tangent to the horizontal distribution ker/?. In particular the intersection kz = Zm n n~x(k) is a closed characteristic. Thus, if Fo is the fiber n~xxo and xz is the base point Zm n Fo, the holonomy of cos round A is a germ of a self-map of Fo at xz ■ Moreover, it coincides with the holonomy of the connection ß, and so is independent of s.
We now adapt this construction so that we can keep control of the holonomy of co + sp round the loops of A. Observe that, because the isotopy gt need not be C1-small, the forms co + sp constructed above may not be compatible with either n or n o gx on the whole of E, although it is compatible with both fibrations near ZM. Lemma 3.9. Suppose that the loop kz is a closed characteristic for co. Then co is isotopic (by a Cx-small isotopy) toa n-compatible form co whose holonomy round k is trivial near the base point Xz ■ Further, we may choose p in the above lemma so that all the forms co + sp are n-compatible on n~x(k) and have the same holonomy round k.
Proof. Our hypothesis is equivalent to requiring that at each point x e kz the fiber Fx = n~x(x) is co-perpendicular to the tangent space TxZm ■ Thus, we may choose ß and r in Lemma 3.7 above so that co = coq on TXE for each x e Zm ■ (This is just a matter of choosing an appropriate inner product so that the form coo is correct in the fiber direction.) We may also choose ß to be flat near k, so that <f> = 0 near k.
It foUows that we may choose the isotopy g, so that dgt(x) = id for x e kz and all t. Thus gx is C-close to the identity near kz. Hence, if U is sufficiently small, gf|"bh<uz may be extended to a Cx-small isotopy ht such that h*(co) is 7T-compatible. Since h*(co) equals coo near Zm n n~x(k), its holonomy round k is trivial near the base point, and so we may take co = Af(tö). Now apply the argument of Lemma 3.7 to co, taking U so small that co = coo near U n n~x(k). Then we may suppose that gt (which has support in U) is the identity near n~x(k), and so we obtain a famüy of forms cos = co + spe which equal cos on Unn~x(k) and equal co elsewhere on n~x(k). The result follows. □ Remark 3.10. If co has trivial holonomy round k, it is not hard to arrange that all the forms co + sp also have trivial holonomy round k.
We want to apply these lemmas to the symplectic section Z of n : V -» M. We first have to arrange that the hypothesis of the previous lemma is satisfied. Given a loop k in M, we will say that its lift kz =Znn~x (k) to Z is a closed characteristic if it is a closed leaf of the characteristic foUation on n~x(k).
Lemma 3.11. Suppose that a n-compatible form co is nondegenerate on some section Z of n. Then, given any loop k in M, co is isotopic to a n-compatible form co' which is nondegenerate on Z and has kz as a closed characteristic. Proof. We need to arrange that the fibers of n are zu'-orthogonal to Z at aU points x e kz • To do this, we wiU find an isotopy gt of V supported near kz such that (i) gt(x) = x for x e Z ;
(ii) co is nondegenerate on the fibers of n' = n o gx ; (iii) for each x e kz the fiber of n' through x is tangent to the subspace TXZX = {v:co(v,w) = 0 for all w e TXZ}.
Clearly, we may then take co' = (gîl)*co. By the symplectic neighbourhood theorem we may identify a neighbourhood of kz in (V, co) with a neighbourhood of the circle Sx x {0, 0, 0} in the product (Sx x R3, ds A dt + du A dv), where (s,t,u,v) are the obvious coordinates. We may also suppose that Z corresponds to the surface zz = v -0.
Then, the fiber of n through x is taken to a submanifold Fs,t which is tangent at x = (s, t, 0, 0) to an affine subspace WSt, of S1 x R3 = R4/Z through (s, t, 0, 0). Thus we may alter n by a C1-small isotopy so that its fibers coincide with the WSJ near the circle. By reseating both co and the coordinates in R3 as necessary, we may suppose that this is true in the set {(s, t, u, v) : \t\ < 1, r2 = u2 + v2 < 1}. Each WSJ is a graph over the zz, vplane. Thus there are coefficients a,b, c,d which vary smoothly with s, t, such that, for each s, t, WSA is the image of the linear map (zz, v) ■-► (s + au + bv, t + cu + dv, u, v).
Since WSi, is symplectic, the determinant D = ad -be must always be > -1. where e > 0 is chosen so that ( 1 + e)D > -1. We claim that, for each e > 0 there is a function a which satisfies all the above requirements. To see this, note that, because a(r) < 1, condition (2) wiU be satisfied if a'(r) < e/r. The other conditions can then be satisfied because /01l/rz/r = cc.
Fix such an a. We want the fibration n' to have fibers of the form Wsa0, at all points t = 0. It is not hard to check that these manifolds W°0 are disjoint. As |Z| increases to 1, the fibers should interpolate between the old and the new: thus the fiber should be the graph of (zz, v) ~ (s + ß(\t\, r)(zzzz + bv),t + ß(\t\, r)(cu + dv), u,v), for a suitable function ß(t, •) which equals a(r) when t = 0 and 1 when |Z| = 1. These fibers would also be symplectic and disjoint if we could make dß/dt sufficiently small, i.e., if we could extend the range of / relative to the range of r. Evidently, this may be achieved by replacing the function a by the function a¿, where ag(r) = a(r/S) for some small constant ô > 0. (This does not affect the vaUdity of (2).) This constructs a fibration n' satisfying condition (iii). It is obvious from the construction that a suitable isotopy g¡ also exists. D Proof of Proposition 3.4. By the symplectic neighbourhood theorem, we may suppose that co splits in some neighbourhood n~xD = D x F of the fiber F = n~x(xo), and then may isotop Z (and shrink D if necessary) so that Z n n~xD = D x {zo} for some point zo. By Lemmas 3.11 and 3.9 we may isotop co (without changing it near Z n n~xD) first so that aU the loops in A are closed characteristics, and then so that, for suitable p, aU the forms co + sp are n -compatible on r' (Auii) and have the same holonomy round the loops of A. Now choose the form r to have support in D as in (1), and consider the forms cot,s = co + tn*T + sp, s,t>0.
By construction, they are all symplectic, and all have the same holonomy round A. Moreover, because this holonomy is trivial near the base point zq e Z, the construction given in [8, Lemma 4 .14], which isotops cox,o in n~xD to a form co' which has trivial holonomy round A, works just as weU for the forms cox,s, s>0. Thus each eui ( s is isotopic, by an isotopy with support in n~xD, to a form with trivial holonomy. Since multiplying a symplectic form by a scalar k does not change its holonomy, it now suffices to check that if co(M-k) > 0 we can choose s(t) and tc(t) so that the forms K(t)cotiS^) ,0<t< It remains to establish which homology classes in V may be represented by symplectic sections, i.e., sections Z on which co does not vanish. One might try to construct these by cutting and pasting, but there seems to be no way of doing this which allows one to keep control of the homology class of Z.
Another approach constructs Z as a /-holomorphic curve.
Proposition 3.12. Let (V, coo) be a ruled surface over a Riemann surface of genus g > 0 and let cot, 0 < t < 1, be a pseudo-isotopy such that cox is a Kahler form for one of the complex structures J constructed in Theorem 2.4. Then the regular J-holomorphic sections whose existence is established in this theorem persist under the deformation co,. In particular, there are sections in the given classes which are coo-symplectic.
Remark 3.13. We attempted to prove a similar result in Lemma 4.16 of [8].
There we considered sections in class M2g-\ on VM, and tried to show that such a section would persist under a pseudo-isotopy. The proof is correct, except for one point. The integrable complex structure /( which we used to estabüsh the degree of the evaluation map is nongeneric and has too many cusp curves. In fact, because there is a //-holomorphic section Mx-2g , there is a cusp curve through any set of 2g -1 points, namely the union of Mx-2g with 2g -1 fibers. Since we are only at liberty to choose g points, it is impossible to avoid these cusp curves, and indeed, when we move // to a nearby generic / some (but not aU) of these cusp curves will join up to form /-holomorphic curves in class M2g-x. One suspects that the end result will always be to increase the degree of the evaluation map e : this is certainly true if we may assume that our generic / is integrable. (An instructive example to consider is the case when M =T2, when we know from Proposition 2.2 that e has degree 2.) However, if / is not integrable, it is not yet known whether evaluation maps are always locally orientation preserving for curves of genus > 0 (see [9] ), and so it is conceivable that that the curves which one knows about are cancelled out by some others where the evaluation map is negatively oriented. Thus, in order to establish that the evaluation map has positive degree, we must construct a generic (i.e., regular) integrable / as we have done here.
Proof. We begin by recaUing some facts from [8] . Let A be the homology class of the sections under consideration, let f denote the space of aU almost complex structures on V which are tü,-tame for some 0 < t < 1, and let 5^ be the Teichmüller space for surfaces of genus g. Given Je/, consider the space Jt (J ,Ug,A) of aU holomorphic maps (Lg, jx) -» (V, J), where jr is the complex structure on the (fixed) surface 1g which corresponds to xe&g~. For regular /, this is a smooth manifold which has (real) dimension 2 if g > 1 and dimension 4 when g -1.
serve that, for J eft, the only possible ^'-cusp curves are unions of an Fcurve (i.e., fiber of 7t/) with an A-curve. Since .¿-curves are isolated, we may always assume that x is not on an A -curve, but there still may be a finite number of .¿'-cusp curves through x since there is always a fiber through x. Observe that, if Jt (J ,&g,A) is empty for some / € %, the space Jt (/, tTg, x, A')/G must be compact.
We now complete the proof by showing that Jt (J ,&g~,x, A')/G cannot be compact. Consider the map ef = Jt (J,9g,x, A')/G-* CFl = PC(TXV)
which takes a curve to its complex tangent plane at x. The above remarks show that when J e$t, e> is a proper map onto CF1 -{Tp} , where 7> is the tangent space to the fiber of nj though x. It therefore has a well-defined degree, which is independent of J eit. Taking / to be one of the generic integrable co\ -tame complex structures of Theorem 2.4, one sees that this degree is positive. Thus, if Jt (J ,tTg,x, A') fG is compact, e> must be surjective.
This means that there is an ^'-curve which is tangent to an F-curve. Thus, by positivity of intersections, A' • F > 2. But this is impossible because A • F = 1. D
